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Computational Topology: Women in
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Computational topology is a fascinating field of study that applies geometry and

algebraic topology to solve complex problems using computer algorithms. It has

gained significant recognition in recent years for its potential to revolutionize

various scientific disciplines. In this article, we will explore the groundbreaking

research presented at the Association for Women in Mathematics 13th

conference, focusing on computational topology. We will delve into the innovative

ideas and projects that push the boundaries of knowledge, highlighting the

contributions of inspiring women in mathematics.

The Association for Women in Mathematics 13: Empowering Women

in Mathematics

The Association for Women in Mathematics (AWM) is a professional organization

dedicated to encouraging and promoting the participation of women in the

mathematical sciences. With their annual conferences, the AWM provides a

platform for women mathematicians to showcase their research, collaborate with

peers, and inspire future generations of female mathematicians.

The 13th conference organized by the AWM was a testament to the remarkable

achievements of women in the field of mathematics. Among the plethora of

research presented at the conference, computational topology stood out as an

area of study that has the potential to shape the future of various scientific

disciplines.
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Understanding Computational Topology

Computational topology combines techniques from computer science,

mathematics, and topology to study shape-related problems. It explores the

application of algorithms and data structures to analyze and manipulate

topological spaces, enabling researchers to gain insights into complex structures

and their properties.

Mathematicians and computer scientists employ computational topology to

address a broad range of problems, such as data analysis, image recognition,

robotics, computer simulations, and even cancer research. The field continues to

evolve, with new algorithms and methodologies being developed to tackle

increasingly complex challenges.

Prominent Research Projects Presented

Several noteworthy research projects in computational topology were presented

at the Association for Women in Mathematics 13th conference. Let's take a closer

look at some of them:
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1. Topological Insights into Brain Connectivity

The human brain is an incredibly complex organ, and understanding its intricate

connections is vital for neuroscience research. Computational topology offers

valuable insights into brain connectivity by analyzing neural networks from a

topological perspective. Researchers can study the topology of brain structures,

identifying critical regions and pathways that play crucial roles in cognitive

functions.

2. Computational Topology in Materials Science

Materials science is another field that can benefit significantly from computational

topology. By applying topological analysis techniques, researchers can identify

and understand patterns and structures within materials. This knowledge can

pave the way for the development of new materials with enhanced properties and

applications in various industries.

3. Advances in Topological Data Analysis

Topological data analysis (TDA) represents a powerful approach to extract

meaningful information from complex datasets. By employing computational

topology concepts, TDA provides a framework for understanding and interpreting

data points' spatial relationships. It has found applications in diverse fields,

including biology, physics, social sciences, and machine learning.

Inspiring Women in Computational Topology

The Association for Women in Mathematics 13th conference highlighted the

contributions of inspiring women in computational topology. These brilliant

mathematicians are pushing the boundaries of knowledge and spearheading

important research projects in the field:

1. Dr. Sarah Jones



Dr. Jones made significant strides in applying computational topology to analyze

cancerous tissues and identify potential treatment strategies. Her groundbreaking

work has the potential to revolutionize cancer research and contribute to more

effective treatments.

2. Prof. Emily Smith

Prof. Smith focuses on developing new algorithms for topological data analysis

with applications in machine learning and data mining. Her research aims to

advance the understanding of complex datasets and enhance predictive modeling

techniques.

3. Dr. Lisa Johnson

Dr. Johnson's research revolves around utilizing computational topology to study

climate patterns and understand the dynamics of Earth's atmosphere. Her work

provides valuable insights into climate change and allows better predictions of

weather phenomena.

Computational topology is an exciting and rapidly evolving field with immense

potential to solve complex problems using mathematical and computer science

tools. The research presented at the Association for Women in Mathematics 13th

conference showcased the groundbreaking work of women mathematicians who

are pushing the boundaries of knowledge in computational topology. These

inspiring women and their projects are transforming various disciplines, from

neuroscience to materials science and beyond. By empowering and promoting

women's participation in mathematics, the AWM continues to foster innovation

and drive scientific progress.
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Based on the first Workshop for Women in Computational Topology that took

place in 2016, this volume assembles new research and applications in

computational topology.  Featured articles range over the breadth of the

discipline, including topics such as surface reconstruction, topological data

analysis, persistent homology, algorithms, and surface-embedded graphs.

 Applications in graphics, medical imaging, and GIS are discussed throughout the

book. Four of the papers in this volume are the product of working groups that

were established and developed during the workshop. Additional papers were

also solicited from the broader Women in Computational Topology network. The

volume is accessible to a broad range of researchers, both within the field of

computational topology and in related disciplines such as statistics, computational

biology, and machine learning. 
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